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A complete menu of Del'aziz Bermondsey from Southwark covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here
on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Del'aziz Bermondsey:
I really didn't expect delicious food. only 5 minutes walk from the london bridge train station. Once they get in,
they can't decide what to eat, because everything looks great and taste great. if I had been in a place for more

than one dessert, I would definitely go for the second, but unfortunately. and last day I just stopped and had
some gone, it was £5,5 for a half sandwich salad half a cake. I prefer this time... read more. In pleasant weather
you can even eat and drink in the outdoor area, and there is free WLAN. What User doesn't like about Del'aziz

Bermondsey:
I feel like a little bit that writes a review for del’aziz because I am always completely removed from the

Mediterranean dishes of the menu, for a 2for1 burger/ cocktail deal or in this case cake! To be honest, I think this
reflects the massive confusion of identity of the restaurant. medium? bäckerei? bar? shisha lounge? what are
they del’aziz apart, eating and service is okay. on the one hand, the waitress brought... read more. During a
meal, a good drink is essential. In this gastropub, you not only get delicious menus from the menu but also a

comprehensive and particularly good variety of good beers and other alcoholic beverages that go well with the
food, The fine sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks are also suitable for a snack. Of course, we must
not forget the large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, You can also unwind at the bar with

a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

�tra�
GINGER

Spirit�
FRANGELICO

Beer
GINGER BEER

Lunc� Special�
SANDWICH SALAD

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Breakfas� Men�
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Alcoholi� Drink�
TANQUERAY

BEER

Ingredient� Use�
APPLE

BANANA

CUCUMBER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

LAMB

SANDWICH

SALAD
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